PATENT OFFICE PRACTICE & PROCEDURE
Semester: Spring 2014

Course Number: PROP 7014 001 Call # 000051
Professor: Goldstein
Credits: 3 Classroom
Primary Basis for the Grade: Five drafting assignments; Letter grade
Prerequisites: Patent Law

Enrollment: Limited to 10; Please complete a Limited Enrollment Lottery Form.
Meets the Seminar Requirement? No
Meets the Writing Requirement? Yes
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No
Meeting Times: Monday 3:15-6:00
Location: 208

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

This course provides students with "hands on" experience in conducting patent practice before the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Topics include patent searches; patentability opinions; claim and patent drafting; filing; responding to correspondence from the Patent Examiner; the requirements of the new America Invents Act; and conducting appeals before the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences and the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals.